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The Newswire 
goes one-on-.one 
with head ·coach 
. . . ' . ' 
Skip Prosser · Chapel retooling a mistake 
'. . '• ' . . . . 






BY AMY ZYWICKI 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
"Distance doesn't matter 
when it comes to supporting the . 
value of life. Saving one life is 
worth the sacrifice," said Stieritz, 
Among the thousands of pro- . who has marched for five straight · 
testers at an abortion protest last years. 
Thursday in Washington D.C. w~re · The protest march lasted ap-
33 Xavier Students for Life. proximately four hours, beginning 
Students for Life is connected · at noon with a rally on the Ellipse, 
with the Dorthy Day House and an open grass c;overed area located · 
works to uphold peace and justice betweentheWashingtonMoimment · 
by fighting for life issues primarily and the White House. 
those surrounding capital punish- At the Ellipse, Nellie Gray, 
ment, abortion and euthanasia.. president of the March for Life Edu-
"It was really important that cation and Defense Fund, an organi-
we go tb washirigtoriforthismarch,". zation which has sponsored the an-
said sophomore Julie Lynch. "We nual antiabortion rallyfor25 years, 
needed to . show that college age was on hand to ~ncourage marchers 
studei1ts have serious concerns." . h . . . m t eir cause. . , 
"This is an issue . that is af~ · ·. "We,.re not going away until 
fecting and will continue to affect we stop the abortions," sa.id Gray. 
our generation in the upcoming. "What.is morally wrong can't be 
years," Lynch said. legally right." · · . · 
Tens of thousands of protest- Gray was followed by a half-
ers from across the country rallied, dozen members of Congress echo~ 
holding placards featuring red roses ing heroptimistic sentiments regard-
and displaying a large pair of scis-· ing the push towards anti-abortion 
sors signaling· opposition to "par- legislation, in particular legislation 
tial-birth" abortions. to prevent partial birth abortions. 
- Protestors gathered todem- The bill. to ban partial birth 
-onstrate their.· unrelenting opposi- abortions w.as passed by a biparti-
tion to abortion and their commit- san majority of the House and .sen-
ment to overturning the U.S.' Su- · ate but was vetoed by President 
preme Court decision that 25 years Clinton. 
ago legalized abortion. 
. "By just us>going, we hav.e 
showed how dedicated we_ are to 
changfog Roe vs. Wade;" said jun-
ior Tony Stieritz. · 
(Please see Marching, page 3) . 
Poge/O 
Dukes·dunked by Posey 
BY PETE HOLTERMANN 
SPORTS EDITOR 
15 unanswered points over the next four and 
a half minutes. to go up 22~ 7. 
For the first time since beating La Salle 
. A career night from junior sixth man three weeks ago, Xavier was able.to put to-
. James Posey led Xavier to a 93-71 win Tues- gether some of its trademark spurts. With. 
day night atthe Cincinnati Gardens. Xavier these runs, Xavier's lead got as high as 25 
upped its record tol3-5 overall and 5-3 in the points in the first half . 
. Atlantic, IO v,r.ith the win. Onesuchrunoccurredmidwaythrough 
Posey notched a career high in scoring the half. Xavier took a 32-13 lead at the 10:07 
\Vith, 25 points, and tied his career high of 15 mark on a Gary Lumpkin three. Xavier then · 
rebounds, Lenny Brown added 20 points scored six more points over the next minute to 
while tying his career high with eight assists. go up 38-1.3. . 
. The win was important, as Xavier looks. James Posey scored all six points on a 
to rebound froma disappointing loss at Day-. pair of lay ins, and a dunk on a pass from 
ton before playing Temple on the road. "When . Lumpkin. 
you win, you're reborn," said Xavier coach · Defensively, XU stopped the Dukes on 
Skip Prosser. "It's a renaissance of sorts." the spurt with a steal, forcihg one jump ball, 
In the first half, Xavier resembled the one turnover, and a block from Darnell Wil-
. team that doininated opponents earlier this Iiams . 
. season. X!!,vier ·jumped out to a big lead 
quickly. After Duquesne tied the score on a 
t~ee af the .17:19 mar.k, the·Muskies·scored · 
(Please see Dukes, page 6) 
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He IP-Out 
On Saturday, Jan. 31 following the University of 
Cincinnati and Xavier's women's basketball game, Xavier 
will hold their first "CrosstownHelp-Out." Volunteers will 
meet at UC's Myers Alumni Center between 8-9 a.m. and 
then disperse to local schools where they will work from io 
· a.m;-3 p.m. Volunteers may register for the "Help-Out" by 
· Friday, Jan. 23 by completing a registration form and return-
ing it to either Xavier's or UC's Alumni Association. For 
further details contact Bob Bixby at 745-3337. 
Peace lecture 
Peace studies programs will sponsor a public lecture on . 
Thursday, Jan. 29 at 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Room of the 
University Center. "Peace making: Where we have been, 
where we are going," will feature author, teacher and activist 
Sr. Mary Evelyn Jegen, SND. Sr. Jegen is internationally 
known for her work with peace studies and for her work while 
serving on Pax Christi International. 
Figurative exhibit 
Called "Figurative Speech," the exhibition of intaglio 
prints by Cathy Allen and oil bar drawings by Christopher 
Stamper focuses on the strength and possibilities of the human 
form to express interior emotions and meaning. The exhibi-
tion runs Monday, Jan. 26 through Friday, Jan. 30, from 10 
a.m.-4 p.m. · Call 745-3811 f~r more information. 
.New director 
. .... •, ,. - ·. - 1 . ' • . • • . ~ : • '.·. : ' • • .· '' ; :, . 
Sharon Wyatt was recently named Marriott's catering·. 
director. Wyatt comes toXavie_r from Ohio NorthemUniver-
sity, where she was the director of dining services. · · 
Correction· 
The s~ory ori;the Convocation Center in the Jan.14 issue 
of the Newswire incorrectly stated the numberofluxucy boxes 
in the proposed building as 20. The correct number is 22. 
;-, 
. .. . ·. . 
. .  
. ~orripiled by Kara Benken 
Friday, Jan. 23, 11:30 a.m. 
Someone vandalized the bathrooms on the ground floor of 
the University Center by writing profanity on the walls. 
Saturday, Jan. 24, 3:05 a.m. 
A vehicle was involved in an auto accident on Cleaney 
. A venue. Immediatelyfollowing the accident, the. vehicle left 
the scene and was obsf'.rved enteringthe Village; Thedriverwas ··· 
later cited for leaving the scene of an accident, underage 
_consumption of alcohol and operating a vehicle while under the 
influence of alcohol. 
Saturday, Jan. 24, 8:30 a.m. 
The Physical Plant reported, 21 peepholeswere removed 
from interior doors in Husman. · · · · 
Security· Note of the Week;. 
Sunday, Jan. 25, _2:25 a.m. 
A i:naie·student exposed.himself)n th~:lobby of · · 
Brockman, chanting "USA,. USA." · The 'student-\vill 
face internal disciplinary charges through Residence 
Life. 
...:..Compiledby AmyZywicki. 
T: kl~ . ~ SI . d ~ ~ t' 811 ac. ·" ing vi.s1o:ns ~1n. "VlSl ·~1t1on. ... . .. 
Senators seek solutions 
BY KARA BENKEN 
NEWS EDITOR 
shuttle from the South Lot to the eat breakfast or just hang out be-
Village when there is no parking, · tween class, we decided to bringit 
the sizes of the spaces, the lighting to the attention of the Senate,'' said 
. Xavier's Student Senate has · of the lots, and visitors being re- James Bowling; a sophomore sena-
recently put forth a noticeably con- quired to pay to park there. tor and RA in Brockman. · 
certed e~ort to help the student body Suggestions for improving the Citing student concern in each . 
through legislation. parking situation include either lim- dorm, including the support of each 
The two latest examples of iting the number of parking passes hall council, Bowling mentjoned 
such behavior include the research _ sold to Village residents, marking othervisitlltionpoliciesatbothpub-
andpollingtheStudentAffairsCom- specificspotsforeachapartment,or ··lie and private universities which 
mitteecompletedregardingthepark- constructing additional spots in the havea48or7ihourvisitationpolicy .. 
ing situation in the Village, a11d the grill/picnic area on the left side of "The university treats us like 
visitation hours resolution proposed the entrance to the Village. adults in every manner but the visi- . 
for the residence halls. The last solution is the one tation policy,'' Bowling said. 
Undertaken primarily by se- embraced by Skeldon, who believes Other senators, however, feel 
nior Kyle Skeldon, who is resigning 30-40 spots could be constructed the current policy is effective. 
from senate due to an unresolved costingtheuniversityapproximately "What happens when I'm 
class conflict, the question of park- $3040,000, according to Couch. walking around in my towel in 
ing in the Village was regarded This estimate includes grading, pav- Brockman at 8:30 in the morning? I 
highly by the students involved. In. ing, painting lines, future mainte~ don't really want to run into any 
administering oral surveys toapart..: nance, and necessary. additional females at that hour;" said senior 
ment residents, Skeldon was able to lighting. Bill Kellermeyer. 
determine exactly how many park- Noconclusionsaboutthepre- · Miller's response? "You can 
. ing spots are in the Village Lot in sented infomiation have been drawn. take a shower at any time during the 
comparison to the number of park- Threesenatorshavealsotaken · day, and femaies could see you in a 
Ing passes issued to students who an interest in the Visitation Policy in towel afternoon just as often." 
live in t}J.e Village. the residence halls, citing several The Student Senate will vote .. · 
Sk~ldon obtained background . students· who believe memb.ers of on the issue at next Monday's meet- · 
. information concerning all_ aspects the opposite sex should be allowed ing inthe Terrace Room at 3 p.m. If 
of the situation from Police Chief . in rooms ·in the ·mornings dunng passed, the proposed policy change . 
Mike Couch and from Ava Je_an . regular ~lass hours. · will be brought to the· attention of 
Fiebig, director of Residence Life. Sophomore Sam Miller pro- the administration. 
"Approximately 225 students posed changing the current policy Students who feel strongly 
live in the Village, but only l06 to open visitation between the hours about the visitation policy, either 
spots are available· in the Village of 8:30-1 a.m. on Sunday through proposed or current, may address 
Parking Lot andonly70-80 spots in Thursday and 8:30-2 a.m. on Fiiday the senators in public forum at the, 
.. th~ ~outh Ll.l.~·v ~!~d~,°'ts -~ere con- and Saturday. The current policy is beginning of the meeting. 
cerned not only about the number.of. noon to midnight on Sunday through 
spots butalso the parking safety i'n · Thursday, and noon to 2 a.m. on 
·.the SouthLot/' said-Skeldon. Friday and Saturday. 
Survey results indicated 87. 7 · "Because numerous students 
·percent of _tile juniors living in the have complained to RAs and sena- . 
Village considered parking eithef a. tors about not being aJ:>le to study 
big problem or somewhat of a prob- . before class in someone's room, or . 
lem, and no respondent said parking· 
was not a problem. Parking was a· 
·· ·._. big.en'dugh problerrt that,22 percent. 
. of those returning 'wm not buy a 
Village permit next year. 
Other concerns mentioned by 
students were the possibility of a · 
- .. NE"WS FEATURE-
Marching.with heart BY LEAH MONTGOMERY 
NEWS WRITER 
. (continuedjrompage 1) 
The partiitl birth . abortion 
procedure occurs late in the second 
"What is 
or third trimester. · · 
"Much of the march seemed morally Wrong_ 
to focus on legal issues andtheneed . 
for change," said Molly. Linehan, 
president ofXaviei: Students for Life. · 
"But we· n~eci to. change our hearts . 
one by ~:me as well." 
· · Concerns of junior Chris Di 
Giusto centered around the differ-
ent beliefs males and females seem 
to have regarding abortion issues. 
"I find it sad that abortion 
doesn't seem to be an issue that 
affects males nearly as much as it 
· doesfemales,"saidDiGiusto. ~·our 
society needs to realize that abor-
tion affects three indi".iduals, not. 
just one female." . . 
The demonstrators cheered as 
speakers stood in the cold on an 
outdoor stage, some openly con-
demning President Clinton with re-
marks like the "abortion President." 
Other groups, like the Acti-
vate Congress to Improve Our Na-
tion (A.C.T.I.O.N.), were on,hand 
to pass out propaganda with head-
lines titling "Impeach Clinton Now!" 
"Despite the commendable 
efforts of pro-life activists to protect 
unborn babies and their mothers 
from child slaughter, the butchery 
continues virtually unabated," said 
Raymond Drake, pr~sident of The 
cari 't. b~ legally 
right." 
. _;.~ELLIE GI_lAY, 
president of the March 
forLife Education and 
Defense Fund 
American Society for the Defense 
of Tradition, Family· and· Property 
(TFP). "Abortion is aradicalcrime 
against both. God and man that de-
mands a radical response, one that 
strikes at the root of this monstrous 
evil." 
The event was largely peace-
ful, except (or tp.e occasional verbal. 
clash between members of Refuse. 
and Resist;a New Yo* based abor-
tion rights group formed to fight 
"fascist discrimination" against 
women, blacks, Latinos and gays . 
and the pro-life marchers. 
The organizations supporting 
abortion rights had their. own com-
Learn 
Oracle and Visual Basic. 
Pursue your dream career with potential· 
earnings of45k& more 
Convenient Weekend Classes 
Call about upcoming classes 
) 
· ~ C:ompuGen· 
Learning Center~ Ll..C · 
2509 Fairview Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45219 
Phone: (513) 333-0CLC (0252) Fax: (513) 333-0407 
Website: www.compugenusa.com 
Take a Free Test Drive 
·. and find out! 
Xavier University 
Saturday, F~bruary 21st 
CPA 9:00 -.1 :OOPM MCAT 9:00 - 1 :OOPM 
GMAT 2:00-6:00PM LSAT .. ·2:00-6:00 PM 
Call .today to reaerve.your seat! 
1:t1NIM•. 
1 ·800·KAP·TEST .. 
www.kaplari.c~~ 
· •eo.na,,_..,.,llgil1orodr-of-~ownn. 
memoration of the Roe vs. Wade 
anniversary in a less publicized fash-
ion. Their public event consisted of 
a gathering Tuesday outside the Su-
preme Court where women spoke 
about their abortion experiences. 
"We use the anniversary of 
Roe to reflect on women's Ii ves and 
on the profound impact this deci-
sion has had on women from every 
walk oflife;" said Kate Michelman 
president of the National Abortion 
and Reproductive Rights Action 
League (NARRAL). · 
The Resist and Refuse 
counter-demonstrators who at-
tended the march shouted chants 
like '.'Ban the Bible not abortion," 
and "A baby's not a baby !Jntil it 
comes out" at the pro-life demon-
strators who passed by. They also 
held up posters of coat hangers .to 
remind people of a crude and dan- · 
germ.is abortion method used pri-
marily by those who are unable to 
obtain or afford a legal· abortion. 
The "March for Life" has 
been held each year in Washington 
since the U'.S. Supreme Court le-
galized abortion 25 years ago. 
No numbers were a'vailable · 
as to the final count attending the 
anniversary march, but the turnout 
was believed to have been the larg-
est in history, surpassing the50,000 
to 75,000 in recent years. 
The Xavier StudentActivities Council (SAC) has several events 
planned and some still in the planning stage for the semester. 
"I think there are a wide variety of events this semester that will cater 
to various interests on campus," said SAC Chair, Danielle Staudt. 
Friday, Feb. 6 will be the first annual "River of Dreams" formal 
dinner and dance with casino and prizes. This will take place on B&B 
Riverboats "Funliner." The music will be provided by a DJ. Tickets are 
$20 each and they are limited to the first 200 people. Tickets went on sale 
Monday at noon and as of press time, there were 35 tickets left. 
Riding the buses is mandatory for all ticket holders. Buses leave at 
6 p.m. and the dinner and dance is from 7 p.m.-11 p.m. There will be a strict 
alcohol policy enforced. Those who appear intoxicated will not bo.ard the 
boat and there will be no refund. There wm be a cash bar available on the 
boat. 
The event planned on Valentine's Eve, Feb. 13 is targeted for the 
singles at Xavier. Called "Singles Friday," this will feature a happy hour 
in the cafeteria. 
There will be a "Jackson Revival Concert" on Friday, Feb. 20. 
Michael or Tito Jackson have not been scheduled to appear, but this event 
will feature an '80s theme including all the Jackson music one can handle. 
This will be 9-11 p.m., the site is unknown at this time. . 
March's features include the ~·Male Beauty Pageant" held on Thurs-
day, March 12, which will include a swimsuit and talent competition, 
judges, and prizes and a St. Patrick's Day Jam. 
On Friday, March26 there will a trip to Go Bananas. On Saturday, 
March 27 is the Spring Dance at Music Hall. · 
Although events for April and May are still being planned, definite 
events will be on April Fool's Day and the annual "Reggaefest" on Friday, 
May I. A concert and possibly "Comedyfest" will also be possible. 
: SAC wants to encourage any students with comments or suggestions 
to attend their open meetings which are every Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the 
Terrace Room. 
There are no tickets left for the ski trip to Perfect North planned this 




HIGHLAND RIDGE PLAZA 
5375 RIDGE AVENUE 
Feb.3 -Feb.·s 
! I~. ,• 
/ 
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OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS 
-.-STAFF EDITORIAL--
Odd events 
Usually; the Student Activities Council (SAC) does an excellent job 
planning and organizing 
activities for students. Two 
upcoming events, however, are 
not in the best interests of the 
student body. 
• Next Friday evening, 
SAC is sponsoring a boat dance 
on the river, which is limited to 
200 students and is $20 a ticket, 
which includes dinner, entertain-
ment, and dan.cing. Though a 
any student to enter who appears 
to be in a drunken state.· Also, 
all students must ride buses to 
the event. All this could be 
avoided if SAC planned a dance 
everyone could attend. Instead, 
many students who want to go 
will be turned away. 
• The second event that 
. could have been planned w~th 
more foresight is the scavenger 
hunt, which is tonight at 7:30. 
Unfortunately, this begins 30 
minutes after the women~s 








First, winter is a bad 
season to have a boat dance. 
Xavier students probably won't 
be able to- venture outside onto 
the deck because of the cold. 
Why not have the boat dance in 
the spring and move the 
traditional spring dance into the 
winter?· 
There are other issues 
surrounding this event as well. 
In the past, students have been 
extremely intoxicated on these 
cruises. Jn an attempt to remedy 
this, Xavier police will riot allow 
people to the 
women's game by having an 
event there, SAC's event will 
have at least 14 groups of four 
scurrying about gathering 
various, random items. If the 
men's team had any sort of 
ga~e. much less the Shootout, 
there would have been no events 
planned. 
'. · With careful discussion 
among its members and the 
Xavier student body, SAC could 
return to its usual effectiveness. 
-· T.P.D. 
E-MAIL: XUNEWS@XAVIER.XU .EDU 
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-GUEST COLUMN-
Bellarmine' s face-lift: 
Proposed plans for the chapel's renovations,· 
scheduled for this summer, lessen sense of worship 
BY MARK NISWONGER 
GUEST COLUMNIST -
In my experiences with 
churches, renovation is a word that 
just sends shivers down my spine. 
That really shouldn't be the case 
because renovation itselfis designed 
to be a new birth for the church 
building, a fresh look and repair for 
all that is worn down or outdated. 
But I \lave seen some churches, 
including my own parish, go through . 
a renovation similar to the one that 
is proposed this sulI!-mer for 
Bellarmine Chapel. I have seen 
those churches lose much of their 
sense of a place of worship. 
You are probably laughing 
pretty hard right now at this guy 
who thinks that a renovation could 
actually harm a place like 
Bellarmine. I admit, it's not the 
Sistine Chapel. In fact, most of the 
time the lighting is closer to an 18th 
century prison cell than a house of 
God. . 
I believe that the additional 
lighting. fixtures placed. above the 
altar and throughout the chapehvill 
be one of the best additions in the 
. renovation, Nor am I one of those 
traditionalists who thinks that the 
floor must not be carpeted or the 
. colors of the church changed. But, 
for all of you students who consider . 
it just a building and don' tthink that. 
a renovation makes a differenc~ ei- · 
ther way; realize that this is our 
primary gathering plac(: to praise 
God. 
A number of these proposed 
changes will take away much of 
that atmosphere of praise _and of a 
community. The altar is going to be 
simplified and brought to a lower · 
level, almost to the place of an ordi-
nary table. It is important to see _the 
Mass. as a communal sharing of 
bread, but even more so. it is the 
remembrance and occurrence of the 
greatest sacrifice ever of Christ him-
self. Although the altar is going to 
be mov_ed more towards the center 
of the church to increase a sense of 
community, padded individual 
Realize that this is our 
primary gathering place 
to praise-God. 
simple cross. When my former par~ 
ish removed all the statues and cru- · 
cifixes from the front of the church, 
it destroyed much of the reverence 
and dignity of the place. It is hard to 
remember why you are sitting there 
on Sunday when there is no indica-
tion of the crux, the center of our 
faith: Christ . suffered in the flesh 
and as a human so that we could Ii ve 
as men and women today. 
Today, the cross by itself 
holds almost no significance. Al-
most everyone wears gold or silver 
crosses around their necks without . . 
meaning anything religious at all. I 
must ask, "What are we ashamed of 
in·. the crucifix? For if we are 
ashamed of the central mystery of 
our faith, what is left?" 
_· Apparently, it is some sea-
sonal symbol that will be placed in 
the center of the church, which was. 
.a sun in the plan that I saw. The idea 
of a sun at the center of a church 
recalls nearly a pagan temple that 
worshipped the sun .• How can a sun 
ora heart or a candle be more fun-
. damentalto our faith than. thi~ body 
of Christ? · 
Ifthisarticleseemsjudgmen-. 
ta} to some, please realize that I am 
coming-in on the middle ofa pro-
cess. I apologiZe for any errors that 
. . . . .. might occur due to that fact. More-
chairs, which may noteven have,· over, I\mcierstand :that lam very 
kneelers, will replace the pews. It new here to Xavier arid am not fully 
may harm the community to give accustomed-to the spiritual life at 
everyone their own individual seat, Bellarmine. Even more importaritly, . · 
modeling the cpurch after ~yery- · I neither knO\V nor c,:an I expres~. the 
thing else in,society where .each. views ofmore than half the people. 
person keeps to himself .. _. · that u_se the church, the people from 
Furthermore, thekneefors are the surrounding areas that use 
used for the student Masses during Bellarmine as a parish church. 
the week and for some of the parish · No~etheless,Ibelievethatwe 
Masses that I have attended. I be- students must see arid have a role in 
lievethattaking the option of kneel~ the changes that are being planned 
ing away would detract from the for our church. Even if these as-
prayerful expefience ofJhe Mass pects of the renovation are already 
for these p'articular people. After in irreversible motici.n; l hope that 
all, why is it so ''incorrect" to kneel this encourages us to ~hink about 
. before our Savior and King as He is . the way we worship and how im-
present in the Eucharist? · · · portant . th_e surrounding~ of 
One of the hardest changes to • Bellarmine Chapel are in aiding us 
swallow is the removal of the cen- to worship in God's most perfect 
tral crucifix and replacing it with a temple, our hearts. 
-.-·.GUEST COLUMNS-.. 
Sex, s£aq<lal, · & deceit 
- ., ' : -._ . .. . . . . . .... . . . ~ . 
. T.wo colu.mnists cutlo"the heart of the controversy 
U.S. Bledia. fr~I1.zy ignores real news 
BY LORAINE CROUCH 
.· GUEST COLUM~ST. . . 
. Pope John Paul II made a 
historic visit to Cuba last week. But 
the pontiffs visit to our Communist 
. neighbor was overshado\Ved in the 
American news media by the latest 
sex scandal soap opera surrounding 
the White House. 
Why is it that when the leader 
of the. largest church in the world 
visits a country run by a dictator 
who suppresses religious freedom, 
the pages of America's newspapers 
are filled with the "sordid details" 
of Clinton's latest alleged affair? 
Clinton's and Lewinsky's 
names scream at us from the head-
lines. The pope had. to fight to stay 
on the front page. Pope John Paul 
Il's visit was only in the frayed· 
edges of the spotlight. Any account 
of the pope's tour in Cuba was ob-
scured by our president's possible 
dirty laundry. 
In newspapers, on the radio 
and on television, it's "Clinton 
this ... ," "Lewinsky thaL.," "Hillary 
says," "President denies," and on 
and on. it goes. And who is Linda 
Tripp, anyway? 
and its future. After all, William 
The ·enJir(!world, except Jefferson Clinton is the most pow-
us, it seeitJ,s~ watched · eifulrrutn in the world, and every-
history unfold 90 miles off .·· thing he. says and does is reflected 
on the United States. But right now, 
the coast of the United allthe hoopla is just allegations and 
States when Pope John unsubstantiated rumors . 
Paul II arrived in Cuba. This_ being the case, we 
Ten days ago most people 
had never heard of Monica 
Lewinsky. Now you can't turn on 
· theradio,pickupthepaper,orwatch · 
television without seeing her or 
hearing her name.· The pope's mes-
sage could scarcely be heard over 
the din cr~ated by sex, lies and 
audiotape! 
Deception, taped conversa-
tions; perjury and even impeach-
me·nt are among ·the buzz words 
flying through the United States. 
Did Clinton break the law? Will . - ' . . 
this latest episode result in his im-
peachment, or even his possible 
imprisonment? 
Ifhe resigns, Clinton would · 
b~ only the second U.S. president to 
resign from office. If he is im-
peached, he moves up a notch tO no. 
L Granted, the state of the presi-
dency isimportant to our country 
'.· ........ '" 
Americans have a right to know 
about what's going on, but we don't 
need it shoved down our throats. 
Until there is something concrete 
and factual to report, we need to 
know about other events happening 
around the world, like a visit by t_he 
pope to Cuba. 
We should be listening to the 
pope's message about "the recogni-
tion ofhuma_n rights and social jus-
tice" and be grateful for the reli-
gious freedom that we as Ameri-
cans enjoy and so often take for 
granted. Castro's Cuba is too close 
. for us to ignore what happens there. 
The entire world, except us it seems, 
. watched history unfold 90 miles off 
the coast of the United Stat~s when 
Pope John Paul II arrived in Cuba. 
Monica Lewinsky's 15 min-
utes of fame should have been over 
last week. It's time to move on to 
more important things. 
. Clinton makes mockery of the office 
BY BETH SELVAGGIO well trekked, .They haveencour- allegationbroughtagainstthepresi-
GUEST COLUMNIST aged the people to continue with dent,ourpresident,reflectsAmerica 
theirsupportaridbeliefintheAmeri- as a whole. Obviously each ofus 
Fromthedraftdodget~ White can government: I certainly don't cannot voice our opinions· and 
Water, allegations against President . want to give up hope for the govern- thoughts, so instead we elect some-
Bill Clintori have seemed to pile up. mentourcouritry has'created, which one to do it fonis (the beauty of 
· Politicianshavetriedforyears is why I believe we deserve some- .. democracy). But when that voice, 
- to prove that the so-called nation's one better to lead America. With as · our voice is not speaking the truth it 
leader was incapable of doing his many ~ilegations as Clinton has had · is time for the people to take action. 
job and even i_ncompetent. Many against him, he is no doubt spend- I often wonder how Bill Clinton can 
could relate to the draft dodge with ing more tiip'e building his defense supposedly be busy with important 
claimsofunderstandinginsuchsitu- c than running our country. matters (such as our country's gov-
ations as war (although fighting for Politics cannot be taken seri- erning) when the time for alleged 
one's couni.ry certainly helps when · ously if the person who is running affairs and schemes of perjury_are 
deciding upon good leaders); and the show makes a mockery of what taking top priority. 
although few were willing to be is supposed to be an hbnorable po- Tuesday, the president made. 
understanding with the White Wa- sition. his annual _State of the Union ad-
. ter scandal, there simply wasn't · If we look back through his- dress, but how well did people re-
enough evidence to convict. Now tory, though they haven't all been . ceive Clinton's message with the 
event~ in the White House have winners, we see many heroJc i:nen · cloud of suspicion hovering around 
taken a new turn, or I ~hould say, a who have served our couritry and .him? How seriously are we ex-
familiar turn with a new angle; rightfully:wentontotakethepresi_. pectedtotakethismessagethepresi~ 
·.·Allegations have been brought dency. Now·wefindmenwhotake. dent.isseridiilgwhenweallkno'wof 
againstthe president, accusing him · part iq scandalous acts and federal ·· Jhe .scandafous acts and lies that 
. of perjury tefated to a-sex scimdal crimestosavefacewhenconfrorited . penetrate each word? '!cannot put 
•with Monica Lewinsky. . · · by the American people .. !tis time faith in the words of anyone who I 
' · · It is clearto me that the Ameri~ to bring back respect and dignity in believe is a liar, especially one whom 
. can people do not have the right to the White House; the heart of our the American people put so much 
interfere ·with the personal life.of countrY; It should not be·a place trust in~ . · 
the·president; but it is also clear; where affairs are maintained (as . ·Thetitleofpresidellcyisone 
that the American people are now . reports have indicated) and lies to which is given in honor, in hopes 
involved. The second ·that Bill · denythernarelaterconcocted.After · that honor will be given back. I 
Clinton deeided to lie and deceive all, the only affairs. Bill Cliriton believe Bill Clinton has misrepre-
Americans everywhere was the sec- · shoµldhaveheldinthewhlteHouse sented theAmerican people in the 
ond that every American house~ ate foreign affairs, and the only lies eyes ofour foreign neighbors and in 
hold;: every American citizen, be- presen·t should have been allies. the eyes of the American citizens 
came entangled in the web of deceit I'm sure there are those who themselves. I admit I never was a 
created by our own government. . · believe the accusations ·are false big fan of Bill Clinton, as this col-
The Clinton Admiitistration and the president framed despite all umn inay .reflect, but I have now 
has of course denied all :of the alle- the evidence piling up like the pa~ lost all respect for the president as 
gations and tried desperately 'to perworkthat is surely piling up on well as a degree of faith in the 
covertracksthatlbelievehavebeen, ·the his desk.·· The fact is every Democratic party. 
-MALL TALK-
Jf you could give advice. to BILL 
CLINTON, what advice would it be? 
"If he and mn'ary 
get a divorce, make 
sure Hillary doesn't 
get the house." 
"Keep his pants on. 
Resign cause it's 
over. It's so over." 
"The best thing he 
can do right now is 
to tell the truth and 






Buenger Hall Director 
"Come clean with 




"Mr. President, we • 
don't exactly think 
that you're guilty, 
but give us some-
thing to go on." 
"Get a good lawyer. 
Make sure you have 
some really good 
lawyers." 
-'-GERALD CURD 
Sophomore Junior -FR. LOU BONACCI 
Husman Chaplain 
-LETTER-
XU police offers 
programs to ·help 
curb crime 
Students, faculty, staff, and 
other avid Newswire readers, al-
low me to take a few moments of 
your time. This letter is intended 
to address some recent incidences 
on campus, and to introduce my-
self. 
My name is Danny 
Aultman, and I am the new crime. 
prevention officer . with Xavier 
Campus Police. Whilelhaveonly. 
been an officer at Xavier for the 
past three years, I enter this posi-
tion with seven years of police 
experience. Additionally, I pos-
ses a master's degree in criminal 
justice along with various other 
.. state certifications. Well I think 
that is enough about .me, let us 
move on to more important infor-
. mation. . . 
As reported in the Newswire ·· · 
last week, ·during the Christmas 
break and during the first week . 
back to school; severaLthefts · oc-
curred near and on Xavier's cam-
pus. In fact the tri-state area has 
. been plagued with similar offenses 
overthepastmonth; WhileXavier · 
seldom has . such outbreaks, it 
comes as a reminder that crime 
' can happenat anytjme, so let us 
better prepare ourselves. 
Statistics say that 90 per~ 
cent of campus crim'es are crimes 
of opportunity. My experience 
around Xavier leads me to the 
same conclusion .. If the "opportu-
. nity" can. be denied or reduced, 
then the potential for such crimes 
can be diminished. 
Throughout the year Xavier 
Campus Police provides special-
ized crime prevention programs 
to students, faculty, and staff at rio 
charge. These programs are cen-
tered around personal safety and 
reducing the above mentioned 
"opportunity" for crime. Some of 
the ongoing programs include: 
•Operation Identification 
is a program designed to educate 
the community about risk man- . 
agement and opportunity . theft. 
Free engraving and registration of 
your valuables is available to all. 
Help safeguard all that new elec-
tronic equipment you received for 
Christmas! 
ii You Could Have Been 
Ripped Off was initiated and de-
signed to combat opportunity 
thefts. Program cards are pro-
vided to inform persons in the 
Xavier community that they may 
be crime victims. By properly 
securfog personal items, thieves 
have no opportunity to steal. 
• Don't Monkey around 
with (;rime:_Officer H;my 
(Xavier's crime prevel).tiori .. mas- · 
cot) walks around cWipus urging 
students, staff, and faculty not to 
leave their personal property un- · 
attended. and tO report suspicious 
activity(riot that a six foot ape in · 
a police uniform is not suspicious) 
to Cainpus Police immediately. · 
By • participating in ·these 
programs the Xavier community 
can greatly reduce theinddences 
of crime on and. around campus. 
Counting yours, there are about 
14,000 eyes on our campus. Only 
a limited number are assigned to · 
the campus police; If you see 
something suspicious or unusual 
give us a call. Thanks for your 
time. 
OFFICER D. AULTMA~· 
Xavier Crime Prevention 
SPORTS 
DU downs swimmers 
The Xavier men's and women's swim teams were defeated by 
Duquesne last weekend in Pittsburgh. 
The women went down to the Dukes by a final score of l 16to 77, 
despite a solid team effort. Sophomore Jan Feichtner came up strong 
by taking home first place in three events. She won the 500-yard 
freestyle with a timeof5:19. She also won the 1000-yard freestyle and· 
200 yard freestyle with times of 10.49 and 2.01 respectively. 
XU' s Rachel Reilly placed first in the I 00-yard breaststroke, and 
finished second in the 100-yard butterfly. 
The Muskie men were handed a 134-72 defeat b~ the Dukes. 
Xaiver had three indidual winners in the men's meet. 
Sophomore Scott Cain finished first in the 1000 yard freestyle, 
and second in the 500 yard freestyle with times of 50:02 and 10:27. 
Senior Dan Casey placed first in the 100 yard backstroke with a 
time of 54.85. Bill Roscheck brought home the title in the 100-yeard 
butterfly. . · · 
Both ~he men and the women will look to jump in the pool next 
at Wright State on Friday, Jan. 30th. 
-Amjad Zahra 
Cats conquer shooters 
The rifle team fell short against Kentucky, 6126-6055, in a match 
in Lexington last Saturday. 
Xavier was led in the event by Karyn Juziuk, who scored team 
highs in both air rifle and smallbore. J uziuk finished a close second to 
UK's Mary Elsass in both disciplines. Juxiuk ened with a combined 
score of 1444. 
Elsass led the Wildcat~ with a score of 1451: 
Xavier's Becky Brittain had the third highest air rifle score in the 
neet with a tally of 386, just five short of the winning total. 
Xavier is in action next this Saturday at West Virginia. 
-Amjad Zahra 
Lady linksters hire coach 
Former Xavier women's golf captain and ·number one player, 
April von Haefen has recently been named head coach of the women's 
golfteani. She replaces Connie McCarthy, who recently resigned. The 
1996 graduate, von Haefan, was the first women's golfrecruit at Xavier 
and played four years for the Musketeers. "I am confident that April's 
compassion for the program and her knowledge of the game ensures 
Xavier Women's Golf a bright future," said associate athletic director 
Ginger FuJton. -Steve Smith 
UMass voucher information 
The men's basketball gamt: against Massachusetts on Sunday, 
Feb. 8 at 3:30 p.m. will be the next game students will need to get a 
voucher in advance for admission. The vouchers for the game will be 
available at 1:30 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 2 at the Information Desk. 
Students who attend the women's basketball game against La 
Salle on Friday, Feb. 6 with their voucher will receive floor seats for the 
UMass game. 
This will be Xavier's final home game on national television. It 
will be broadcast on ABC. 
-Pete Hotlermann 
'ON TAP• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Wednesday, Jan. 28 •Women's Basketball vs. Cincinnati at 7 p.m. 
Friday, Jan. 30 •Swimming at Wright State at 7 p.m. 
Saturday, Jan: 31 •Men's Basketball at Temple at noon on ESPN 
•Rifle at West Virginia 8 a.m. 
•Boxing at Kentucky in Lexington 
Sunday, Feb. I •Women's Basketball at Duquesne at noon on WCPO-Ch. 9 
Monday, Jan. 20 •Men's Basketball vs. La Salle 7 p.m. on WCPO-Ch. 9 
All home games are in bold . 
Home women's basketball games played in Schmidt Fieldhouse 
Home men's basketball games played at the Cincinnati Gardens 
Women's Hoops vs. Cincinnati . 
7 p.m. Wednesday in Schmidt Fieldhouse 
Xavier and Cincinnati ·compete against each other in every 
sport that they have in common. So far in the 1997-98 school year 
they have met six times and each have won three of those contests. 
Last year, the Bearcats handily defeated the Xavier's women's . 
basketball team 83-58. This year, both teams are playing extremely 
well and have been looking forward to this interconference matchup. 
The Musketeers will be hungry for revenge, while UC will not want 
to give up the Shootout crown without a fight. 
Muskies maul Duquesne 
(continued from page 1) 
"We need to get back to play-
ing the type of basketball we like to 
play; up and down (the court), and 
not slowing it down like teams try to 
get us to do," said Williams.· "We 
just came out and tried to be aggres-
sive in the press and get quick 
scores." _ 
The Musketeers never let up, 
taking a 52-32 lead into the locker . 
room at half time. Xavier extended 
the lead fo as many as 29 in the 
second half before benching the top 
six with 3:33 to go in the coritest. 
Overall in the game, the 
Muskie defense looked much better 
than the offense. 
On the defensive end, Xavier 
recorded 15 steals and seven blocks 
while forcing the Dukes into coni-
mitting28 turnovers. Duquesne shot 
just 34.3 percent in the game, in-
cluding a 20.8 percent performance 
from three point range. 
"When they broke our press, I 
thought we did a really good job in 
the half court of sitting down and 
guarding them," said Prosser. 
Xavier scored pretty easily 
against the Dukes, shooting 52.9 
· percent from the field in the contest. 
However, many ofXavier' s chances 
were high percentage shots. XU 
· scored 48 points in the paint, 22 
from the foul line, and 25 on fast 
breaks. Xavier also did a good job 
rebounding, out-rebounding the 
Dukes by eight while pulling down 
a season~high 50. , " 
The trouble spot for Xavier 
was ball handling. The quick pace 
of the game resulted in Xavier com-
mitting a season-high 26 turnovers. 
"We're not 
happy with the . 
turnovers," said 
Posey. "But the. 
up-tempo style is 
our brand of bas-
ketball. So we're 
going to have a lot 




end, Xavier will 
travel to Philadel-
phia for a pair of 
A-10 contests. 
The first will 
come on Saturday 
when Xavier faces 
Temple in a noon 
game on ESPN. 
The Owls, 
who are 12-4over-
all and 5-1 in the 
A-IO, wiH be a 
tough test for 
Xavier. The 
Muskies love to 
run, and average 
the most points James Poseyscored a career high 25 points and 
(86.1) in the A-10. . tied a career high with 15 rebounds. 
Temple, however, is the bestdefen- We just need to understand that. 
sive team in the league, holding When we see it, it can't be a stop 
teamstounder60pointspercontest. sign. It's got to become a green 
What makes Temple so tough light." · · 
is coach John Chaney's signature "Hopefully everybody on the 
zonedefensethatisoneofthetough- team will see that when we play 
est defenses in the country. (like we did tonight), we're very 
- Zones are always a problem good," said Brown. "Temple's go-
for Xavier, and Prosser has been ing to try to take that away from us." 
working with his team on beating Xavier will play La Sall~ on 
them. Monday. night at 7 p.m. game on 
"Zones slow you down a little WCPO-Ch. 9. Xavier downed La 
bit," said Prosser. "You have to Salle earlier this season at the Gar-
slow down alittle bk and identify._ dens, 104-67. 
' ' . 
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-NEWSWIRE INTERVIEW-
The· -view from the bench: 
BY PETE. HoLTERMANN At George Washington, at the end tied with seven minutes to go, and · 
of the game, the ball tipped out of wescori;id two baskets the rest of the. 
SPORTS EDITOR : _ . everybody'sgra.Sp. Thisyearitwent game. That's frustrating. Not that 
When this_ season started for right to Mike King. _. our defense was exactly ideal, but 
the Xavier men's basketball teain, Y oil : take a couple of things · for us to score two baskets in seven 
fans andprognosticaforsalike were _ likethataridsay, 'Geez,everything's . minutes, both by James Posey ... we 
expecting immense success for the· going great.' That hasn't happened need to get more offense than that 
team. . like that, and we're searching for from different guys to win. 
· However, the _Muskies have answers why: All we can do is just Newswire: How do you think · 
fallen on hard times. Entering try to win the next game. the team reacted to that loss? . 
Tuesday's game, their record had Newswire: Was there a point · Prosser: I think they're dis-
slipped to 12-5 _overall, and 4-3 in this season whereyoufeltlikethings · appointed. I think the same ques-
the A,tlatiticlO. And after climbing • slipped away? tions that everybody out there is 
as high as No. 7 in the Associated ·Prosser: No. I thinkthere are _ asking, they ask themselves. They're 
Press poil; the. club has dropped to _still a lot of games to be played. Our not immune to that. 
No. 24~ ·- goals arestill 'out there that we want They know what it's like when 
AJlthree of Xavier's confer- to accomplish, and we just have to somebody makes a run on us at The 
ence'losses.have come on the road, · keep going. We're just going to try Gardens, and the folks get restless 
a place that has not been kind to to win the next game. and boo, or something like t\mt Our 
anyoneintheA-IOthisseasmf "You Newswire: You talked earlier guys hear that, and they're frus-
have got to hold serve at home in this season about consistency of ef- trated. But you either fight or flight, 
this league in order to win," said fort and playing with passion for 40 and we•re going to fight. 
senior T.J. Johnson. ·minutes. When is the last time you Newswire: How important is 
In thespiritoftheStateofthe think the team did that? it for the team to win convincingly 
Unionaddress,Newswirespokewith Prosser: I don't think it's a at this point? · 
Xavier head coach Skip Prosser lack of effort. I think we're playing Prosser: In this league, any 
about the state of his team. hard. We need to play harder. I win is special. A one pointer at the 
Newswire: How would you don't think we're playing with any buzzer, we're thrilled with .. You'd 
describe this team right now? less passion than we did last year, love to win every gameby30points, 
Prosser: I. share the frustra- even though it doesn't always seem but that's not going to happen in this 
Prosser 
tionofalotofpeopie,includingour like that. . league. It's a different deal. We 
players.· I wish we were 17-0. Tm I don't think there is any one have to understand that. Coming into Tuesday night's game, head coach Skip Prosser had 
mystifiedwhythisteam,that'spretty time I can say. We're just not mak- Newswire: You said after the compiled a 71-31 record at Xavier. He has also led the school to the 
much junior and senior oriented, ing our own breaks, and we're not Virginia Tech game you were satis- NCAA Tournament twice in three years. 
has had as much trouble on the road ·· winning the game~ we won last year. fled with the win, but you were not those expectations aren'trealized, I haven't translated that into winning 
as we've had. But I still think there's time to cor- satisfied with how the team played. get very frustrated. one of those games. Until we do 
Our practice habits are good. rect that. Prosser: I never am satisfied Newswire: What do you want that, I think we're going to be an OK 
We're trying hard in practice, and Newswire: As the coach, the with the way we play. I'm probably to see this team do? team. 
that's not always translated into the players look at you for the answers. doomed to be an unhappy coach Prosser: We need to be con- Newswire: Is that a lack of 
way we play the game. So, I think What do you say to therri? because I always see things we need sistent, anq we need to close games experienced depth like you were 
- we have to play harder, Just about _ - · Prosser: The answers are to get better at. Other coaches are out. We haven't done that. We've talking about? '. _ _ . 
everybody,plays' hard:• We have io within eachofus. After every game, better offsaying, ·'Take it, run with : hadfiveclose games;andwehaven't , - , Prosser: No, Idon't think so. 
play harder. Wehavetoplaybetter. ·. lamconstantlyquestioningmyself. it, it's a win. Relax.' Butlhavehigh won any of them. · You either do it, or you don't. I 
Weneedtocontinuetowinathome, Whatelsecouldlhavedoneintemis expectations for the team. When We practice situations, but would not use that excuse. 
and we ne.ed to. find a way to tough of preparation, or in terms of strat-
out these games on the road. . egy when . the game starts, or in 
I'm very frustrated. The play- terms of this or that? · 
ers are as well. The only way I know I think the ·same thing is true 
howtodealwithitistokeepcoming for our players, We have to keep. 
out and working and trying to get looking at ourselves. OK, this didn't 
-.. better. work. We have· to try to.get better, 
Newswire.'. A lot of people workharder, watchmoretape,shoot 
would say that this is the same team more ... just do all of these things. · 
as last year. How would you re~ ·Ithinkit'sacaseofuslooking 
spond to them? 1 · inside ourselves. It's like Thomas 
Prosser:Well,itisanditisn't. Paine said in "The Crisis," 'This 
There are a couple of different dy- isn't the time for summer soldiers 
namics. · It's not the same people. and sunshine patriots.' 
We lost, especially. in terms of We're going through a tough 
Sherwin (Anderson) and Kevin time right now. A lot of teams in 
(Carr), two senior guys who were Americado. We'retryingto,injust. · 
tremendous role . players and had a couple of years, compete for' the 
already played a lot of games and a championship every single year in 
lot of minutes for Xavier. We one of the best conferences in the· 
haven't really adequately replaced country. Noonesaidthatwasgoing 
those two guys on a consistent basis. to be easy. It hasn't been this year, 
The league's different, too. and it wasn't last year. We've just 
Last year, we were probably able to got to keep swinging· and keep go- . 
sneak up on a few teams early (on) .. ing, and hopefully things will get 
That hasn't been the case since day . better.. . 
one (this season). Newswire: Do you feel that · 
. That's a factoflife we have to you have to start doing anything 
live with. Which is a good fact. I'd differently? 
. rather be yomebody that's thought Prosser: We've talked about 
highlyofthansomeonewho'sover- all the different scenarios ... about. 
looked. That goes with the territory. . juggli11g the line up, or this and that. 
It's the first time that we've com- And if we think that will help tis, 
peted in that wa:y in this level of we'll do that. 
competition. If somebody else wa8 jump-
. It might be a lot of the same ing up in practice, so much so that 
guys, but the scenarios are a little we walk out of practice saying, 
different. 'Wow! That guy's gotta be playing 
And still,·· having said that, more,' that'll happen. To this point, 
we've had some games this year. that has not happened. 
where, last year, the positive thing Newswire: How difficult was 
almost always happened: Lenny~ .. the Dayton loss? 
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· After just three years in 
the Army, your college loan 
could be a thing of the past 
Under the Army's Loan 
Repayment program, each 
year you serve on active 
duty reduces your indebt-
edness by one-third or 
$1,500, whichever amount 
is greater, up to a $65,000 
limit 
This offer applies to 
Perkins Loans, Stafford 
Loans and certain other 
. federally insured· loans 
which are-not in default· 
And-this is just the first of 
many benefits the Army 
will give you. Get the 




BE ALL YOU CAM BE! 
www.goarmy.com 
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Muskies split two,. UC next. up. in Shootout 
BY MA TT BARBER tory at GW in the Atlaritic 10 opener 
------------ · for both teams. Last Thursday, the 
AssT. SPORTS Eorro~ Colonials came to Schmidt 
The race in the Atlantic 10 
West Division is getting tighter and 
more competitive with every ganie 
that is played .. Xavier (12-6, 7-2 in 
the A-10) is in second place, behind 
Duquesne(14-3,7-l)andjustahead 
of George Washington (11-6, 6-2) 
and Virginia Tech (11-6, 5-2). 
The two games this past week 
were very important to the Muske: 
teers in the divisional standings as 
both games were against A-10 foes. 
The last time George Wash-
ington and Xavier met, the Muske-
teers came away with an upset vie-
Fieldhouse looking for a little re-
venge. 
George W~hington jumped 
out by scoring. 10 straight points 
after Xavier scored the first basket 
of the game. GW stretched the lead 
. to 15 with5:49togoin the first half. 
XU closed to within nine,33-24, to 
end the half. · 
XU started quickly in the sec-
ond half, whittling the Colonials 
lead to three, 34-31, early on, but 
GW came back after calling a time 
out to widen its lead. George Wash-
ington kept the lead and eventually 
won the game 70-58 to give the · 
Musketeers only 
their second con-




poody · in the 





ger GW squad 
49-39. "GW did 
some different 
things on defense· · 
this time. We. 
shot poorly be-
cause of it; and 
======="""""""'"""'"""'""" were forced to 
take bad shots," 
said head coach 
Point guard NikkiKremer ( 11) guards Marlao Egleston of George Washington (wiih 
ball) while the rest of the Muskies set up on defense behind them. 
The lone senior on the Xavier with 9:55 to go. From that point, 
squad, Connie Hamberg, led XU in Xavier went on a 29-6 run to end the 
scoring with 17 points, inc~uding half with an 18-point lead, 46-28. 
three three-pointers. Jen Phillips The second· half just saw 
led the Musketeers on the boards Xavier use its speed and pressing 
with 10 rebounds. D.efensively, defense to tire .the Rams and take 
for Xavier in the winning effort. 
"We have 11 players, and they can 
· all come off the bench for us," said 
Balcomb. 
Next up for Xavier is the Sky-
. line Chili Crosstown Shootout with 
Xavier amassed 12 steals, but often- advantage of Fordham's lack of · the UniversityofCincinnatiBearcats 
could not convert do to poor shoot- . numbers. tonight in Schmidt Fieldhouse. Last, 
ing. . . . A 10-0 run over four minutes year, theBearcats won the Shootout 
The game on Saturday against midway through the half and an 8-3 . easily, 83-58, but.Xavier is a much 
Fordham was a very different affair. run, marred by . a meaningless different, much improved squad this 
The Rams came ·into Schmidt buzzer-beating three-pointer, to end season. 
Fieldhouse with only three wins, the game highlighted XU' s second · · ''We were embarassed last 
and, due to injuries, only nine play- . half offense en route to the 8'6-5.9 year and are looking forw.ard to this 
. ers .. Phillips and fellow freshman· win for the Musketeers. . game," said Balcomb hinting at the 
. NicoleLeyan,d\lskyqotp~tarteqfor . Levandusky, guard Nikki Musketeers hunger for revenge. 
the first timethis seasdn. . .. ; I{remer, and. forward Susanna UCcomesintothegameplay-
''We went with C>~r best de~ Stromberg each had 12 points to ing very weUwith a record of 13-4. 
fensive li~e-up to start the gfiln.e: lea_d Xavier. Tuukkanen's six re- The game wiUtake place at 7 p.m. 
Then we can bring . Taru bounds led the Musketeers in that . XU returns to A-lo action on 
[Tuukkanen] and Amy [Hughes] off. department. XU had 15 steals on Sim day in Pittsburgh against 
thebenchforsomeoffensivepunch," the way to forcing Fordham into 27 Duquesne who is leading the West· 
said Balcomb. turnovers on the defensive side of Division. Xayier lost to the Dukes 
. The game was very close for the ball. .76-71 when these two teams met 
the beginning of the first half, and · Every availableMusketeergcit · earlier this ye~r. 
Fordham even had a six-point lead into the game, am;l all but one scpred 
' • ' - f • ' - • . . . . 
· . Xcivier vs. ·Ciilcirrnati . · · 
. . 
·Game time: 7 p.m. Wednesday 
Place:Schmidt Fieldhouse 
Last meeting: Jan. 6, 1997; UC 83-58 
Xavier Record: 12~6 
Cincinnati Record: 13-4 
Serles Record: UC 13-6 
Despite starting a freshman, Jewel Snowden, at point, the 
Bearcats also start two seniors in their three guard offense. Stephanie 
Geter andJolinda Lewis average 10.9 and 12.6 ppg respectively for 
UC. XU brings an experienced point in Nikki Kfemer and good 
erimeter shooting in Amy Hughes and Nicole Levandusky. · 
Doris Scott leads UC in scoting ( 18.4) and rebounding (7 .9) but 
has little back-up on the bench. Taru Tuukkanen and Jen Phillips are 
both taller, and with Susanna Stromberg and Kim Hotz sharing time 
in the paint as well, Xavier is much deeper . 
In a game with as much emotion running through it as this one, 
teams will have to go to the bench to give their starters a rest. XU has 
eight players averaging over seven ppg, while UC ha5 only four 
players who score that much;but only orie of them, Madinah Slllise 
( 1 L2 ppg), corµes off the bench .. 
· O_nthe defensive side of the ball, XU gives up more points on 
. the average than UC, 66.8-6LO, but Xavier.is still the betterdeferiding 
club. XU has amassed over 50 more steals,. almost twice as many 
blocks, and forced opponents to tum over the ball 65 more times on 






Xavi'er will need to pressure UC' s high-scoring· guards defensively and stay hot on the perimeter · 
themselves to be successful. As. well, the Muskii:iswill needto control the Bearcat' s Scott in the paint while 
. taking advantage of their depth at the post on the c;iffensive side of the court to beat UC M.B. 
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Pro soccer is g.oal for three Muskies 
' . . ' . ' . ' 
BY MATT MADGES 
any· ·.~the~··· college .I -just · .. ·· .... ·have been practiCing V(ith ··"I have ·always felt that it is 
wouldn't have been as pro- . the team since the draft. important to try to get a couple of 
SPORTS WRITER . ductive," Bauer, a defender, localplayerstokeepalocalflavorto 
The last thing thatDougTegge · Tegge has taken his was a team captain for XU . the team," said Fernandez. 
couldhaveimaginedisthathewould soccergametothenextlevel for three seasons and In this regard, Fernandez 
be playing professional soccer for ·with the. Cincinnati· started in all the matches hopes thatin the near future Tegge 
the CincinnatiSilverbacks, · · Silverbacks, a member of he played in for the will be joined· on the Silverback 
. Tegge, a 1995 graduate of The National Professional Muskies. As a freshman, ·roster by Bauer and Stamper. 
Xavier, finished his college career Soccer League. The NPSL BauerwasnamedtheMid- · Tegge is very excited about 
as Xavier's all~time leading scorer. has taken soccer and tn,ms- western Collegiate Con- thehavingtwootherXavierplayers 
with 129 points. He also recorded formeditintoanindoorcom~ ference All-Newcomer. with the Silverbacks' organization. 
school rec.ords with 51 career goals petition similar. to ice Stamper, also a de~ Especially since Bauer went to St. 
and 27 career assists. . · · ·hockey. fender, was. a four-year Xavier High School in Louisville, 
These feats Tegge accolTI..: There are two major starterforXavier. Stamper Ky.,thesamehighschoolthatTegge 
plished are impressive; especially differences between the was honored with attend- . attended. 
since Tegge was close to never play- -NPSL and outdoor soccer, ing an NCAA Foundation The two had the chance to 
ing soccerin college. . . One is thatin theNPSL there Leadership Conference in play together for the Muskies in 
Coming OQt of high school, are one, two, andthfee-point May 1997 with XU bas- 1994 and became friends over this 
XavierwastheonlyDivisionlschool goals depending on.the dis- ketball player Gary time. Tegge is looking forward to 
that really recruited Tegge. He con- tance the goals are scored from. . . Tegge has had a limited, but ·Lumpkin and 300 student-athletes the chance to renew their friendship 
side!ed giving up soccer altogether, The other difference is that in productiverole in this, his third sea- from across the nation. . . and play with Bauer again. 
but luckily for Xavier, and for him- the NPSL players who commit .in~ · son with the Silverbacks. So far, he "The transition from ·college - The Siverbacks play their 
self, he had second thoughts. . fractions or delay the game can be has scored a two-point goal and re- soccer to indoor is very difficult, home games at The Crown, and will 
. "I came to .Xavier because sent to the penalty box. If this.oc- corded two assists for a total of six they will have to take theirtime and be in action at home nextofFeb. 11 
Jack [Hermans] was a new coach, I curs, the team must play with a man points. try to adjust to· the game," said against Edmonton. 
decided to just give it a shot and see. disadvantage for the duration of the "He is a role player who has a Fernandez on Bauer and Stamper. 
how it went," said Tegge. penalty. knackforscoringgoalsandhasdone The hope is that .Bauer and 
To say the least, things went Theleagueiscomprisedof12 ·a great job for 'us,". said George Stamper can train with the team for 
really well for Tegge at Xavier. For other teams from across North Fernandez, coach of tbeSilverbacks. the rest of the season and then come 
the next four years he was an inte- America, in addition to the FernandezandtheSilverbacks backnextyearforopencamp, This 
gral part to the Xavier men1 s soccer · Silverbacks. Cincinnati plays in the must. like the way in V:,hich Xavier is the time that they will have the 
team. Tegge credits most of his Central Division of the American prepared Tegge for the ·next· level .chance to makethe roster. 
accomplishments while he was at. Conference. TheMilwaukeeWave .because they drafted two mo're , CoachFe111andezbelievesthat 
Xavier to Hermans. and Cleveland Crunch are the other Xavier players .tliis past season. . if both men work hard and stick with 
"He plays my style of game," two teams in the Silverbacks' divi~ Seniors Chris Stamper and Jeff 
said Tegge. "Iflwouldhave wentto sion. · Bauer were ch()seri by the club, and 
·.l\lu.skie 
Men's Basketball 
Dayton 93, Xavier 82 
Sat.,Jan.24 
Xavier 86,. Fordham 59 
S_at., Jan. 24 
Cincinnati 
·Dayton, Ohio Fordham: Lambert 6-8 1-2 13, Thorngren 
Xavier(82)-Johnson l-1o-22,Williams 9_ 7-152-318; Cook7-90-014, Michuda0-40-. o o, McCabe 1-5 1-2 3, McBride 2-2 0-0 5, 
. 19 1-1 21, Braggs 4-11 2-2 lO, L. Brown 7- Leacy 0-1 0-1 0, Reese 0-0 0-0 0, Sargent 3-
141-2 17, Lumpkin 5-144-617, Kelsey 0-0 3 O-O 6. Totals: 26-47 4-8 59 0-0 0, Payne 0-1 0-0 0, Posey 7-IO l-1 15. 
Totals: 33-70 9-14 82 Xavier(60)-Striimberg3-46-712,Hamberg 
. Great Money 
Flexible Shifts! 
TheRegal Cincinnati Hotel is 
currently seeking front desk agents. 
Computer8' customer service' 
experience is preferred. We have . 
day and night shifts available. To 
· apply:>Come to' the Human 
, :Resources Otfice a~ the Regal 
Cincinnati H:otd, 150 West Fifth St. 
-CinCinnat~ Ohio 45202. . 
· · · The RegaJ Cincini1ati ·Hotel is a safe 
and friendly workJ>Iace. We support 
a Drug FreeEnvironment and require 
a Pre-Employment Drug Screen. 
DRUG FREE ENVIRONMENT 
. EOEMJF/DN 
~~hone calls .E!~ . 
Dayton: Perryman 7-13 6-8 20, Turner7-14 . 2,44-4 9, Phillips 2-64-4 8, Kremer3-6 4c4 
2-2 18, Ashman 6-7-6-7 18, Stanley 6_12 7_ 12, Levandusky 4-10 2-4 12, Tuukkanen 3-
819, Young4-66-7 l(Fitz0-l Q-00,Metzler 8 3-6 9, Riley 4-12-410, Parr 1-3 0-03, Hotz · 
0-0 2-2 2, Postorino 0-1 o;o 0, Bamil-l O-O 4-6 0-1 8, Leigh 0-2 O-o·o, Hughes 1-3 0-0 3. 
Totals: 27-59 25-34 86 
2, Cooper 0~2 0-0 0. Totals: 24.53 37-46 78 .. Halftime -XU 46, FU 28. Rebounds -FU 25 
Halftime-XU 52, UD 51. Rebounds -XU 33 (Thorngren 6) XU 37 (Tuukkanen 6). As- . 
(Braggs 8), UD 33 (Perryman 16). Assists - sists -FU 21 (Thorngren, McCabe 5) XU 16 
XU 16 (Lumpkinn 6), UD 18 (Young 10). 3-
PTFO-XU 7-18(Williams2c4, Brown 2-6, ·Kremer, Phillips 4). 3-PT FO -FU 3-7· 
Lumpkin 3-8), UD-2-13 (Turner2cs, Stanley (Thorngren 2-4, Michuda 0-2, McBride 1-1) 
0-5, Young 0-2, Postorino 0-1). Free-throws . XU 7-16 (Hamberg 1-3, Phillips 0-1, Kremer 
. Friday, 7:~0 PIVI .. · .· . 
.,Cyclones vs. Indianapolis Ice 
~~ •oLLEGI 112-price ss. 
c XU 9-14, UD 29-34. Turnovers _XU 17, 2-3, Levandusky 2-5, Parr 1-2,Hughes 1-2), 
VD 11. Steals_ XU 3, UD 8. Blocks_ XU 4, . Free•throws -FU 4-8, XU25-34. Turnovers . · --FU27,XU 16 .. Steals-FU8,XU 15. Blocks 
VD 1. Total Fouls - XU23, VD 15. Fouled _FU l, XU o. Total Fouls_ FU 20; XU 15. 
Out - XU - None; OW - None. Technical Fouled Out -FU -None; XU -None. Tech: 
. Fouls -XU -None; OW -None. A- 13,521 nical Fouls -None.A-313. ·. 
Women's Basketball Rifle 
·George Washington 70,Xavier.58 
Thurs., Jan. 22 
Cincinnati 
George Washington: Oomez.3-117-IO 13, 
· Deas0-20-00,Egleston 1.45~67,Myers8~ 
19 9-IO 25, Aguilar 6~.10 5-8 20, Chiparus 2~ 
3 0-0 4, Reid 0-4 O~O 0, Carlson 0-1 0-0 0. 
Totals: 20-54 27-37 70 . . . · 
Xavier (60) -Stromberg 1-3 0-0 2, Hamberg 
4-8 6-817, Tuukkanen4.-l5 2-2 IO,Kremer 
2-3 0-0 4, Hughes 0-7 0-0 0, Riley 0-0 0~2 0, · 
Phillips 2-5 4.-6 8, Hotz 2-7 3-6 7, Leigh H 
0-0 2, Levandusky 3-16 2-2 8. Totals: 19°65 
17-26 58 . 
Halftime -OW 33, XU 24. Rebounds -OW 
49 (Deas IO) XU 39 (Phillips IO). Assists. -
OW 7 (Egleston, Aguilar 3) XU 9 (Kremer, 
Hamberg 2). 3-PTFO -OW 3-8 (Egleston 0-
2, Aguilar 3-6) XU .3-22 (Hamberg 3-7, 
Tuukkanen 0-3, Kremer 0-1, Hughes 0-3, 
Phillips 0-1, Hotz 0-1, Levandusky 0-6). 
Free-throws -OW27-37,XU 17-269. Turne 
overs -GW24, XU 17. Steals-OW7,XU 
12. Blocks -OW 5,XU3. Total Fouls -OW 
22, XU 26. Fouled Out - OW- Gomez; XU 
-Hamberg, Kremer. Technii:al Fouls -None. 
A- 376. I . ' ' • . '· . . ' 
Kentucky 6,126,Xavier 6,055 
Sat., Jan; 24 
Lexington, Ky. 
Xavier shooters: Smallbore: · Alexander . 
1,107 (391, 340, 376), Juziuk 1,154 (391, 
380, 383), Rozman 1,119 (390, 361, 368), 
Jedinak. . · 
Airrifle; Aleicander376,Juziuk390,Rozman 
376, Brattain 386. · 
· Wmnen's Swimming 
Duquesnel 16, Xavier 87 
Sat,Jan.24 
Pittsburgh 
Xavier winers: 100 Breast: Reilly 1:11.26; 
200 Free: Feichtner 2:01.53; sod Free: 
Feichtner 5:19.38; 1,000 Free: I0:49.36. 
· Men;s Swimming 
· Duquesne 134, Xavier 72 
Sat., Jan. 24 
Pittsburgh . 
Xavier winers: 100 Back: Casey 54.85; 100 









1 ... 1. 1- .T.• . ·'. ·. with a college l.D. . Free post-game skate. Bring your own skates!· 
.. Saturday,·7:30PM .· 
Cyclones vs. Long Beach ~ice Dogs 
· · · Special Perfo~ances by_ the 
DACB®~lf~~ 
pre$ented by 
. .. ucal 
.~, 
.0:·_11t, r · 
()1vERSl0NS-
"It takes two to make thjngs go right. It takes two to 
niake it out of sight." -Rob Base, ''It takes two" 
-·-FILM REVIEW"-·-· 
Great disapointment; 
.·Di.ck.en:s n.ove·i fails on fi'i111 
BY DAVE CAPPELLETTY 
FILM CRITIC 
Tinkering with novels to place 
them on the silver screen is a dan-
gerous process. 
· Most of the time these movies 
are never true to the original story. 
They may leave out a certain side-
plot that fits perfectly in the book, 
but makes the movie too long orjust 
clunky.· 
There is also the chance that it 
may stickclose to the story, but the 
overall production of the movie 
manages to suck any life out of the 
book. 
John Grisham and Stephen 
King are perfect examples of writ-
ers gone l:>ad on screen. Almost 
every Grisham movie that I have 
seen has bored me .to tears. 
''The Firm" (with Tom Cruise) 
. was such an ar'naziitg. book that I 
rushed out to see it on opening night. 
Much to my amazement, the char-
acters were shallow, the plot was . 
overly predictable, and there was no · 
~=""'--= 
continuity. -· 
Steven King'·s first few mov-
ies, "Carrie," "The Shining," and 
"The Dead Zone" were just as fright-
ening on screen as they were on the 
page, but after that everything went 
photo courtesy 20th Century Fox 
Ethan Hawke plays the struggling yo,ung artist Finn in the equally 
struggling movie "Great Expectations." 
south. 
Unfortunately, even the clas-
sics are susceptible to this kind of 
shame. Mark Twain's "Tom Saw-
yer" lfas gone through so many sappy 
reincarnations in film that Twain is 
· probably turning over in his grave. 
Also, the recent releases of 
"The Crucible" and "The Scarlet 
Letter" have shamed both· Arthur· 
Miller and Nathaniel Hawthorne. 
The newest segment in this 
p~tltry genre is. the tainting of 
Dickens' classie, "Great Expecta-
tions." 
·.Ethan Hawketwho is riding 
high off of his solid performa.nce in 
the science-fiction movie "Gattai::a" 
is Finnigan Bell. He is aJonely 
youth who has nothing go.in~ for 
him .besides his artistic talent. 
· To get away from his paltry 
living conditions withhis sister anci 
his"uncle" Joe,. Finn heads to the 
Gu.If occasionally to sketch, and as-
,pir'e to be something great. ' · ·· 
On one ofhis routine trips, 
Finn is accosted by an escaped con-
vict (Robert DeNiro) who, with re-
peated threats, convinces . Fi?n. to 
assist him to freedom. 
Even with his help, the crimi~ 
nal is re-apprehended, and Finn 
never really shakes the experience. 
Almost immediately after that, 
Finn is summoned to the house of 
the riehest, and surprisingly enough, 
the craziest woman in Florida, Ms. 
Dinsmoor (Anne Bancroft). . 
After being scorned by her· 
one and only true love, Ms. 
Dinsmoor, swears revenge on all 
males, and uses Finn as a teaching 
tool to her lovely niece, Estella 
(G.wyneth Paltrow). 
As Finn matures, so do his 
hormones, arid his attraction to 
Estella. 
He is infatuated with her, but 
all she has been taught is to use men 
for what she desires, then to discard 
them like trash, and Finn is old news 
to her when s~e moves to Paris. 
Life for Finn becomes increas-
ingly disparaging once Estella 
leaves. 
Everything he did with her, 
especially his art, is given up be-
cause it is too painful to continue, 
until one day when he is offered.an 
exhibition in New York. · 
.every expense paid, and with hopes 
to find his one, true love, whom he 
learns is now recently married. 
Suddenly everything 
crumbles for Finn. 
He has.everything he .has ever 
wanted financially, but has nothing 
to love because of Ms. Dinsmoor, 
the woman he believes is bankrolling 
him. Now with everything in his 
power, he tries to bring Estella back 
to him. 
This movie is just about as 
boring as watching paint dry. Even 
this light summary cannot do it any 
justice. 
The characters are borfog, and 
simply flat. There is no real life in 
them except for ."uncle" Joe (Chris 
. Cooper) and the criminal (Robert 
DeNiro ), and they both combine for 
roughly 20 minutes ofscreen time. 
Both .Ethan Hawke and 
Gwyneth P!tltrow are shallow and 
really make it difficult to associate 
any emotion or feeling for them. 
. Dickens' novel was truly a 
masterpiece, albeit a IOng .. one, and . 
this new adaptation of it drains al-
ITlOSt every bit oflife out ofit and the 
audience. 
. . ' ' 
the- details· 
Get 'Caught Up' 
Noo Trybe Recordings is offering listeners a blockbuster 
compilation of hip hop-the release of the soundtrac:\c album for the 
upcomingLive Entertainment film, "CaughtUp,'' opening nation~ 
wide Feb. 27. 
The disc features 14 tracks by an elite group of stars, including 
Snoop Doggy Dogg, Lost Boys, Gang Starr, and Daz and Kurupt 
featuririg Luniz. It will be available in stores beginning Feb. 24. 
Ticklin' the ivories 
Pedja Muzijevic, Classical Pianist will perform for the Xavier · 
Classical Piano Series on Sunday, Feb. 1, at 2:30 p.m. · in the 
University Center Theatre. 
Muzijevic has distinguished himself as one of the most versa-
tile of young artists .. Praised for his interpretations of the standard 
literature and as a champion of contemporary music, he has toured 
extensively as a soloist with orchestras and as a recitalist throughout 
Eastern and Western Europe, Great Britain, Canada, Japan, and the 
United States. 
He will perform primarily pieces by Schubert, Mendelssohn, 
and Schumann. Tickets are $16 and $14. 
In stores 
The following will be released Feb. 3: 
Peter Case, Full Service, No Waiting (Vanguard) ... Deep 
Forrest, Comparsa (550 Music) ... The Dripping Lips, Ready to 
Crack? (Alive/Bomp ) ... ](ristinHersh, Strange Angels (Rykodisc ) .. : 
·Pearf Jain; ·Yield (Epic) .. ; Pep·Squad, No ·Doy~(BEC!footh' 1& 
Nail), •. Salt Tank, Pacific Waves (London) ... Jody Watley, Flower 
(Big Beat/ Atlantic) .... · 
... all dates are tentative. 
Concerts A Go Go 
\Vedn~sday,Jan.28 
Insane Clown Posse 
w/ Myzery and Psycho Realm 
@Bogart's · 
and 





Raymond Usher. has grown up. 
No longer can Usher be compared to 
the likes of Tevin Campbell; you would do 
him more justice to consider him an L.L. 
protege. 
My Way is an album that reeks of sex 
appeal: both naughty and nice. .It features 
seductive, honey-coated tracks like "Nice & 
Slow" (now a radio favorite) and the bolder 
"Just like me," in which Usher teams up with 
bad girl Lil' Kim. 
The title track is a sparce combination 
of keyboard rhythm and a steady vocal flow 
that feeds into a harmonic chorus. Themati-
cally, the song leans, not surprisingly, on the 
naughty side, but Usher can get away with it. 
And then, of course, there's "You make 
me wanna ... " This track has already made the 
WIZ rotation and can be heard almost at will, 
yet it never seems to lose its sense of urgency 
and excitement. For those that can't seem to 
get enough, it is both the first and last song on 
the disc, the latter being an extended remix. 
Besides the typical love-triangle story, this 
song has an incredibly smooth instrumental 
line and a catchy hook. · 
Usher may have a baby face, but My 
Way makes it clear that he's no longer a little 
boy and demands to be taken seriously. 
-Lauren Mosko 
Asst. Diversions Writer 
Jimmie's Chicken Shack 
Pushing the Salmanilla Envelope 
(Rocket) 
Samiam 
· You are freaking me out 
(Ignition) 
Jimmie's Chicken Shack shows it's -You ·are freaking me out is quite the 
potential in Pushing the Sa/manilla Enve- appropriate album title for the quintet that 
lope, but also reveals much work thatthe band calls themselves Samaim. 
still needs to do. This disc is loaded with repetition that 
The first track, "Dropping Anchor," is runs rampant through the first 12 songs. Fast 
by far the best on the album. This track paced strings, produced by the guitars James 
combines smart emotional lyrics with an ex- Brogan and Sergie Loobkoff, occasionally 
tremely upbeat melody. compliment the vocals flowing equally as fast 
The other tracks of the album that are from lead singer Jason-Beebout. 
worth listening to are "Outhouse," "This is Most of this album is stuffed full of 
Not Hell" and "Another Day." It is in these repeated guitar riffs arid similar vocals, but in 
three tracks in which HaHa shows off his the mix of it all, two songs stand out. 
superb talent and his ability to take control of "She Found You" will be the first single 
a song and tum it into something special. · off the disc (set for an early February radio 
The .remainder of the album contains add date) and has potential to do well by itself. 
poorly performed tracks that combine dis- The track offers the best of what Samiam has 
.tastefullyricswithhead-poundingmusic. The· to offer .musically and vocally, but when 
problem with many of these other tracks j~ · thrown in with the rest of the album, it gets 
thatthey don't complimentthe voice ofHitffa- ·Jost in the mix:' - · 
at all. The tempo of these song·s prohibits The final track on the album, "Cry Baby 
HaHa from using his talent to transform the Cry," is the only other real bright spot, as it 
songs into hits. -moves away from the overbearing repetitious 
Jimmie's Chicken Shack has laid a sound and provides a pleasant (and mtfch 
strong foundation of individual songs, whiCh anticipated) end to the disc. 
they can use to build their careers. If they are They say that repetition and practice 
able to accomplish improvement on this foun- are the keys to perfection,' but on You are 
dation, this band could become a household freaking me out, Samiam could use more 
name in the future. practice ·and a lot less repetition. 
-Matt Madges -Steve Smith 
Sports Writer Diversions Editor 




The recent crossover.of ska music to the 
mainstream has made stars out of bands like 
Reel Big Fish and the Mighty- Mighty 
Bosstones, but the "soul-garage ska" sound of 
Metro Stylee is unlikely to follow in their 
footsteps. 
On their sel_f-titleddebutrelease, Sty lee 
sounds about as bland as a ska band can be. 
They seem to go through the basic motions of 
ska, providing some slightly funky sax grooves 
around an uninspired rhythm section. 
They lack the energy and fire that makes 
a good ska band. On tracks like "Evil Eyes" 
and "Perfect," lead singer Patricia Verdolino 
tries to (and almost succeeds) in impersonat-
ing No Doubt front woman Gwen Stefani. 
The most unbearable track of this al-
bum is five minute ska tribute to Princess 
Diana, where deep, introspective lyrics such 
as "Oooo-way-ooo, Diana, ooo-way-ooo," 
litter throughout the song. . 
The real problem with this record is that 
even though it desperately wants to sound like 
pop ska, there aren't really any poppy tunes, 
therefore rendering this album unworthy of 
anyone's hard earned dollars, much less a 
hard-core ska fans. 
-Tom DeCorte 
Editor-in-Chief 
'Long 'drive to Mt. Adams 'worth' the trip 
Bv LYNN SHANAHAN 
DIVERSIONS WRITER 
· Whether you 're in the mood to enjoy an · 
intimate dinner for two on a first date or a 
place to hear live music with friends while 
having a drink, Longworth' s isthe place to be. 
This historic building, located in Mt. Adams, 
houses a restaurant which offers great food, 
friendly service, and a vaclety oOive music. 
It~ brick walls, winery memorabilia, and.his-
toric decor are very inviting to all ages. 
I.:ongworth's offers a menu which is 
quite impressive. Lunch prices range from 
$4.95-$8.95. Dinners range from $8.95-
$16.95. Its lunch menu ·combines a wide 
variety of appetizers, sandwiches, and en-
trees. Appetizers include crab-stuffed mush-
rooms, a Delmonico onion platter, and The 
Macho Nacho. Reluctantly, I decided to pass 
over the appetizers and wait for my meal to 
I ordered The Gobbler ($5.95), a grilled 
turkey burger served on a fresh bun with 
choice of cheese. My dining companion 
ordered The Portabella Sub ($5.95), a m 
nated portabella mushroom · 
cheese and sauteed 
roll. 
the taste buds and the onions and cheese 
compliment its subtlety. 
. Finally, _!lfter enjoying these entrees, I 
ered a little piece of heaven. Longworth' s 
White Chocolate Raspberry 
reme anglaise and 
e is a perfect 
otleave 
.uldbe 
tis an outdoor 
word 'amazing' to de the places live bands 
The combination of the marinate po eard. During the summer, bands 
with melted cheese on a fresh.roll is perfe "' ... fform Thursday through Sunday. During 
This large mushroom is not overpowering to Mthe chillier months, the patio is closed and the 
bands play Thursday through Saturday. A 
wide variety of music is featured, including 
but not limited to reggae and Las Vegas style 
music. 
Longworth's owner, Art Schutte, as-
sures his customers that, although his restau-
rant sells alcohol, it caters to guests of all ages. 
Be aware, however, those who are under the 
ageof21 may notentertherestaurantafterthe 
hours of 10 or 11 p.m., depending on the time 
of year. 
Since his ownership in late 1995, Schutte 
has also provided. theme parties for Mardi 
Gras and other festive occasions. With 
Valentine's day right around the corner, keep 
in mind that reservati_ons are accepted and 
most likely encouraged. 
If you are looking fqr a delicious meal, 
friendly service, and a great atmosphere, visit 
Longworth's in Mt. Adams. It will fulfill 
your need for a great night without emptying 
your pocketbook. 
Watley in full l>loolll 
. 
BY LAUREN MOSKO However, growth is nothing 
AssT. DIVERSIONS EDITOR new to this songstress. 
"With each project I've done 
· ·over the· years, I've grown. As a 
Jody Watley's latest release, . person. As a woman. As a singer 
Flower, is a solid R&B album with and as a writer. Flower is·. a- great 
·definite pop appeal. metaphor for that growth." 
Sweet, easy tempos are a nice Songs· like. "No more tears" 
shift from much ofR&B's recent and "I don't want you back" con-
borrow~remix~and-resynth trend. tribute to the sense of feminine em-
Here, Watley takes a '90s powerment andindependence fea-
approachtotheoldMotownsound--,- tured in the !ates{ efforts of super-
completewithoccasionalshoo~wop women Mary J. Blige and Toni 
supporting vocals-by bringing her Braxton, without robbing Watley of 
own vocal skills to the forefront. her own style arid personality. 
Ask her to describe the al- The thoughtful "16" laments 
bum, and she is reflective. , the loss ofinnocencein today's chil-
"I've always felt that while dren, a touching contrast to more 
people have known me for a long 'adult' subjects like love, infidelity, 
time, they knowwhol'vebeen. They and rejection. 
remember that and appreciate that, Still, "Off the hook" brings 
but they may not know who I am out another side of Watley-4liva 
now. So I felt that calling the album with attitude, still fresh and feisty 
'flower' would help bring my change after 20 years in the music business. 
and my growth to theforefronC' Watley, herself, calls.it "a 
very hot song," adding that the com-
panion video also captures that "re-
ally steamy'' vibe. 
· Flower is a gentle collection 
of ballads exhibiting more depth 
than Jody Watley's former dance 
club favorites. Even though it was 
rhythql-heavy tracks like ''Looking 
for a new love" and "Real love" that 
made her popular, she has optedfor 
a more emotional approach. 
This is a mature effort from a 
woman who is now, quite possibly, 
inthe peak of her career. · · 
In addition to the new album, 
Watley has also signed with Atlan-
tic Records. 
"I couldn't be more thrilled to. 
be with Atlantic and in such great, 
soulful company." 
Working with Atlantic pro-
vides Watley not only with new 
opportunity, but also a sense of 
respect and nostalgia~ 
"Growing up, I remember see-
Photo courtesy ofAttantic Records. 
From dance diva to serious song~tress, Jody Watley is back and better 
than.ever. · · . 
ing that Atlantic logo as I'd read the 
liner notes and listened to the music 
of Aretha Franklin, Rol;lerta Flack 
. & Donny Hathaway, and the Roll-
ing Stones;" 
Watley is now part of the 
Atlantic legacy, which is especially 
significant this year, as the com-
pany celebrates its 50th anniver" 
"It's remarkable to think of 
all the incredibly .talented artists who 
have come before ... and, like Every-
thing But The Girl, are out there 
today and living up to the label's 
legend.'' -
From her days as a new teen-
age star, to her emergence as a 
Grammy winner, to the string of 
gold-and-platinum~certified solo 
albums, andher 1996 debut appear-
ance on Broadway, Watley is now 
in the bloom of an· all-new musical 
expression. · · 
' . 
Back By Popular Demand- Friday Night Fever 
The best of '70s, '80s, '90s dance music 
Every Fri. - LADIES NIGHT! Free 
Admission for the ladies in before 11 pm 
Every Sunday.- SUNDAY NIGHT FEVER 
The home of the best disco in town 
Every FrL & Sun. $1.00 Drinks 
Now 18 & Older for all nights & events! 
'\/·· \/ \/ 
.DEDMUTOLOGY HESEHH~H. 
A-S·.S 0 CIR T'E S 
. . ·Bo :·valJ HAVE ACNE?· . . . 
· . · If you are 12 Or'older and hav~ .acne .~n . . 
· . y_our face,. yqu maybe eligible to. pa~1c1pat.e · m medical 
· resea:rc.h ·st'udy fonnild, moderate or. ~eve re acne. 
. . . . .•... ··. . ATHLETE'S: FOOT. : ..•...... ·.' .. 
Male and female volunteers, age12 or older with 
athlete's foot are .ne.eded to participate· In· a r:nedical 
research study testing a topical m.edication. · 
Financial compensation is available to· qualified 
.. participants.· For further information, pleas~ call: 
. . 
DERMATOLOGY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
. . . . 232;.DERM. (3376) · 
1997 Newswire• Music Awards 
Once again, the Xavier.student body has proven 
its dedication. to the idea of democracy: Two weeks · · 
·ago we sent out a request for your opinions on the .· 
· music of 1997. The response was so astounding that 
we needed two weeks to bring the results to yoti. So, 
without further adieu, the envelope please ... 
. ' . 
Album of the Year: Matchbox 20, Yourself· 
or SomeoizeLike. You . 
, . 
Best Single: Fiona Apple, ''Criminal" 
Best New Artist: Fiona Apple 
·Best Tour: Barnaked Ladies 
· Best Hard Rock Band: Metallica 
Best Male Performer: · Beck 
Best Female Performer: Sarah McLachlan . 
· Best Electronic Band: Prodigy 
Best R&B Artist: Erykah Badu 
Best Rap Artist: Luniz 
Best Come Back: Rakim 
Best Band:·· Radio head 
Years Biggest Hype: Spice Girls 
Editor's note: The readers 
response effmt to this poll was as-
tounding in the sense of it being 
astoundingly low. So, in an attempt 
not only to humor, but poke fun at 
our selves, the Diversions Staff deli-
cately selcted our choices for the 
above named awards. Sony if you 
·don't agree, you had your chance.··· 
'· :... - .. ~ ''4-···ft·;··-
A y· T E N T 1·0 ·N 
· ALL XAVl.ER STUDENTS! 
HOMECOMING THEME CONTEST 
Unite the Student & Alumni Themes 
for the •upcoming, 




If your theme is selec:ted! 
. ·Alf entries win a prize! .. 
Fill out the entry form below and return to the box 





Please· return to the box outside the SAC office by 2110/98 
· Questions? Call The National Alumni Assodatfon 745-1091 





FOR THE . 
. '~8-'99 . 
SCHOOL YEAR 
476 Woodburn.~ 6 bdrm 
3 6 3 9 '.Brooks - 6 bdrm. 
· 3634 Newton - ·3 bdrm. 
For Information 
Call 772-0909 
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NEWLY REMODLED OFF-:STREET 
PARKING 5 MIN. WALK 
1, 2, AND 3 BEDROOM · 
· APARTMENTS AND HOUSES 
AVAILABLE 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 
• • 
• • • • 
AVAILABLE. FOR THE.. : 
1998 SCHOOL YEAR : 
• • • • •••••••·•••m•••••••••••••••••••• 
.· -GJ:XLL MII<E 
. : '871-2693> 
· CASH IN ON GOOD GRllDIS. 
If you're a freshman or tuition, most books and 
sophomore w1th good. fees,plus$150perschool · · 
grades, apply now for a month. They also pay off 
three-year or two-year with leadership experi- · 
scholarship . from Army ence and officer creden-
ROTC. ·Army ROTC ~~-- tials impressive to 
scholarships pay future employers. 
-ARMY·ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU-CAN TAKE 
·. ·1 . . -
. For details, visit St. Barbara Hall or call 
745-1062 





· Bring College ID for Discounts! 
$1.00 BIG ASS BEERS 
SHOJ: SPECIALS AND 
MORE 
·.19 AND .. ·ovER. 
. tor Rivcrlmol Row in Newpo,rt nbovc Sloppy Joe's 581-2800 · 
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sun day 
February1 
Visit ·the Cohen Center Art 
Gallery for the current show by Chris 
Stamper and Cathy Allen. Th_e .ex-
hibi.t is open daily from IO a.m.-4 
p.m. 
·Don't forget to watch "Ally 
McBeal" at 9 p.m. on FOX where 
happiness is thought to be over-
rated. 
.Wedr.-;-.tCscJa .. ·.-:. -~-.. --r iida-Y-. --:.:~£~~::~~~!:E 
".}···· Info Desk for unlimited bowling 
The Classical Piano Series 
·presents Pedja Muzijevic at· 2:30 
p.m. in the University Center. All 
those taking piano this semester 
should attend and hear what you 
should sound like if you remember 
to practice for. one hour each day 
like you, are suppose to. 
The last class to prepare for, 
the April MCAT starts today. It's 
the number one.prep class, so don't 
miss it. Call Kaplan today, or look 
them up on the internet. 
Join the staff at Dana's for . . 
$1.25 domestic bottles as we toast 
ourselves to having one more night 
to finish the next issue. 
January 28 
Happy Chinese New Year!. 
The coffee for the week is. at 
. the Center for English as a Second 
Languageat3:30p.m. Don'tletthis 
coffee a week gig get you addicted 
to the caffeine, it isn't healthy, or 
won't be when you are 60 years.old. 
Everybody wants to go to the 
Crosstown Shootout .Yes, it is here 
again. The women's basketbiill team 
is going to dominate UC's girls. 
Tht1 Shootout is at ·7 p.m. in the. 
fieldhouse. It's on campus, so you 
have no excuses, unless you have 
class. 
. The Cincinnati Cyclones are 
playing Manitova Moose at the 
Crown at 7 p.m. If you are found at 
this gameand are not JJeiilg paid to 
be there, you will be in big trouble 
mister. You should be at the 
women's game in the fieldhouse at 
7p.m. 
SAC is sponsoring a scaven-
ger hunt to see how well .Xavier 
students creatively utilize their re-
sources. Teams of four will begin 
their search at 7:30 p.m. Everyone 
needs to pay $2 and gets a free T ~ 
shirt (don'taskhow it is free)because 
we know you need another one. 
. Impov at the Aronoff with 
Umbrella City is at 8 p:m. Tickets 
are $7.50. Sounds like a great time, 
butthe women's game will be much 
better, promise. 
I. 
"Insane Clown Posse"is play-
ing at Bogart's as part of the House 
ofHorrorsTour. Thewomen'sgame · 
won't make your hair stand like this 
concert will. Unless you put a lot of 
guck in it first. 
thursday 
January 29 
They are looking for a Dick .. 
Vitale sound alike at Willie's Sports 
Bar in, Covington, Ky., from 5:30-
7:30 p.m. It's sponsored by Miller 
Lite. Chances. are it won't be as 
good as guys acting like cheerlead-
ers, but hey, take what humor you 
can get. 
"Charles Sheeler in 
Doylestown" is showing at the Cin-
January 30 
Cyclones have another home 
game at the Crown against India-
napolis at 7:30 p.m.- There are half 
price tickets for those with a college 
l.D. . Here is your chance to save 
with your plastic card that. has a 
picture of you looking like your on . 
crack. 
The Cincinnati Ballet will be 
performing "Carmina Burana" at 8 
p.m. This exhilarating performance 
will take place at the Aronoff Cen-
. ter. 
~warh 
out...don't hit the .... bam! ! . No need 
to worry, the $10 for the SAC ski 
trip includes skiing lessons. If you 
already paid; the bus will be leaving 
at 8:15p.m. and won't be returning 
until 4 a.m. It might sound like a 
long night, but if you think about it 
(don't if it causes headaches) you 
stay up that late on weekends all of 
the time,· you just aren't getting that 
kind of exercise. 
People are strange. 
·CAMP TA!CA;io· ,, .. 
for Boys/ohLo~~fLake;;Newles, 
Maine. Noted for piciture~qiJ,elo.clitiCJn, 
exceptional facilities, and out~talJt:ling 
programs. June 2? -Aug. 23 .. pver 
1 oo counselor positions in tennis, 
baseball, basketball,'soccer, lacrosse, 
golf, street hockey, roller hocky, 
,: "' swimming, sailing, canoeing, 
waterskiing, scuba, archery, riflery, 
weight training, journalism, pho~ogra- . 
' phy, video, woodworking, ceramics, 
. crafts, fine arts, nature study, radio,& 
electronics, dramatics, piano · 
accompianist, music instrumentalist/ 
band director, backpacking;,. 
.· rockclimbing; whitewater canoeing,.··' 
·'ropes course instructor; gen.er!il (w/ , 
youngest boys), secretarial, kitchen 
staff. Call Mike Sherbun at 1-800-250-
8252 for further details and/or fax . · 
resume to 5137691~9111'. . 
' HOUSES FOR Rlj:NT . 
Within walking distance of 
from IO p.m.-1 a.m. Imagine that, 
all the bowling you want for three 
hours, for .$3, and that includes a 
pair of cool, slimmy, infested shoes 
for the entire three hours you are at 
Stone's . 
saturday 
- January 31 
It's a weekend of crosstown 
gatherings. XU and UC are joining 
together to serve the c'ommunity ur~ 
ban schools in the Crosstown Help-
Out. . It's a day of cleaning and 
repairing to help the youngsters in 
the area become educated people.in 
a clean environment. 
"Whales" is still at the Mu-· 
· seum Center. It is only there f~r 
another two weeks, so hurry. 
Annie's has Sunday Night 
Fever with the best disco in town. 
Drinks are only $1, if you can handle 
drinking on a Sunday night. It's 




·"Coyote on a Fence," by Bruce 
The Cyclones are playing · Graham is playing at Playhouse i~ 
again at the Crown. The Dallas the Park. The play is a witness to life 
Cowboy Cheerleaders will be there · on Death Row. · 
as they play the Long Beach Ice 
Dogs at 7:30 p.m. 
Send an old friend a card to 
just say "Hi!" Do it because you 
care enough to send the very best. 
. FOR RENT 
lfyou have not been to Sky-
line, or justhav~n't .been there in a 
while, tonight would be the perfect 
night to go for a three-way~ Don't 
forget to brush your teeth afterwards. 
Oh, how sad. There is no 
more Monday night football. What 
are we going to do now?? 
tuesday 
February 3 
Don't forget tQ buy your tick-
ets for the River of Dreams. The 
formal riverboat dinner, dance, and 
casino is February 6. Tickets are 
$20 and limited, so hurry before you 
miss the boat. 
If you get writer's block when 
you have something due, getup and 
stand on your head. If that doesn't 
work, spin around in cirdes until 
you fall over. If people ask what 
you are doing, tell them you are 
mixing-up some ideas for your pa-
. .,.•'-'_ per. · ·· · · 
Watch the news sQmetime 
. today and read the local and na- . 
tional newspaper. Itis very impor-
tant to know·whatis going on in the. 
world. · · 
Off Campus Housing walking 
distance. to XU Campus. Three (3) 
· apartments 4 BR each apartment. All 
utilities furnished, equipped kitchen, off 
street parking, and washers/dryers. 
XAVIER STUDENTS· OFF-CAMPUS · 
HOUSINGIDORMATORY 1998 
.1) One to five.Individually private 
Call 242-1567 
. rooms"dormatory-style. • 
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK! 2) · Rooms are for one or two sames 
Panama Cltyl Room with Kitchen tars, which are occupied by Xavier 
$1291 Florida's new hotspot- South students; consequently, will be · 
Beach $1291 Bars open until 5 a.m.I 'available for viewing January and 
FREE T-SHIRT 
.. +$1;000 
Credit Card fundraisers for 
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any 
campus organization can raise up to 
$1,000 by earning a whopping $5NISA 
'application; Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 
.· · 65. ·Qualified callers receive 
Cocoa Beach - Hilton $1791 February of 1998. 
springbreaktravetcom · . 3) Kitchen and dining area accessible; 
1-B00-678-6386 with the use of refrigerator and stove. 
4) · All utillties furnished; including heat 
and air-conditioning. 
· K 5) ·Each student responsible for their 
SPRING .BREA 
1 
'own telephone and cable 
BAHAMAS PARTY CRUISE. connections. . 
FREE T-SHIRT. 
6 days $2791 Includes Meals, can s13-221-6140 
Parties & Taxes. Great Beaches & · 
HELP WANTED 




.. campus .. 991 Dana, 8 bedrooms, 3 
baths. ·1612 Dana, 4 bedrooms; Call · 
. Hottest new restaurant/club 
opening In Cincinnati. Hiring servers, 
. .. bartenders, cashiers, and kitchen. 
Come apply in person Mori.-Fri. 9-5 at 
Big Kahoona's, 1580 Goodman Ave., 
North College Hill. EOE 
Full and part time positions available with a progressive agency 
that assists and supports individuals with developmental disabilities to 
achieve.independent living skills. Duties.include implementation and 
documentation ofindividualized plans and i:iromotion of 
coirimunitylntegration. · 
321-0043· or 241-9421 · 
FORRENT . 
· Studio Apartment-in 
Norwood Approximately 3/4 mile 
from campus, $300. 
. cau 632~0335. 
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97 · 
Eam,$500 - $1,000 weekly 
stuffing eny!31op6.~· · f9r detE1il,s - RUSH 
$1 with SASE to: G~OUP 5, 6547 N 
. BEST HOTELS, LOWEST 
PRl~ES. ALL SPRING BREAK 
· locations. Cancun, Jamaica, from 
· $399, Florida, from $89, Texas, · 
Mazatlan, Bahamas. Register your 
group or be our Campus Rep. 800" 
· Qualifications' include: 
* · Prefer some college and/or relevant experience 
' . * Good driving record·· · .· . . . · 
* Ability ~md enthusiasm for teaching others 
* Ability to work flexible hours (eves and wkends) 
* Starting rate $7.75/hr. Compensation based on 
education and experience . · . 
Please send resume and·. letter of intere~t to: . 
LADD, Inc. 
cinnati Art Museum. ... ,, ,. . .. Academy Blvd. D!ilpt N, .Col9rado \ F /Springs, co10.~,50910'.1 .,· .•.. 
327-6013 
www.icpt.com 
3603 Victory Pkwy.· 
Cincinnati, OH 45229 · . 
Attn: Jenn Nasca · '~1 
",: .! 
You know a bar is good when 
the· manager gives free upside down 
. shots a.t midnight. Join your friend~ 
for a few brews and shots and a sing- .. 
a-long at Howl at the Moon in New-
port, Ky~ 
~. J -, .~ ·~· '~. ' .• • f .. 
·:. C lassi t'icds arc $.Z5 .per vvo1-d ~i th a· $s .oo · . . 
, 11..:.inin'l.un."l. To place~ cl~tssif'icd, call the . 
· <...t<:Jvc1-t.ising 1dcpa1-1n-icnt at 745-3561. 
. . ' 
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ATTENTION ALL 
CLUB OFFICERS 
For the 1998-99 budget allocation process,·the Student Senate Financial.Affairs Com-
mittee wishes to remind you that it will not fund: 
• Any expense judged to be the re-
sponsibility o:f a college or depart-
ment of the University or the per,.. 
soiial responsibility of members of 
student organizations 
• Deficits incurred by an organization 
• Purchase of alcoholic bev~rages 
• • Travel allowances for advisors 
• Honorariums and gifts 
• Food for trips and conferences 
+ Initial cost to have :fundraisers above 
$50 
CARL BERNSTEIN 
In the early 1970s, Carl Bernstein broke the Wa-
tergate story for The Washington Post and.setthe 
standard for modem investigative reporting .. His 
investigations into the scandal that brought down .. 
the Nixon· administration were recounted in two · 
best selling books: All The President's Men and · 
The Final Days, both co-authored with Bob 
Woodward, and earned Bernstein a Pulitzer.Prize. 
"NIXON, REAGAN, 
AND.THE POPE: 
PROFILES OF POWER" 
' ' 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23 
SAC Spring 
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Concert: Jackson Revival .. February 20 
St Padgy' s Day Jam March 17 














Keep an eye out for i;nore .info ... 
7 P.M., UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
·MoR·E INFO TO COME ... 
Student Senate 
Vacancy 
Due to the resignation of a Student Senator, 
. there currently is one yacancy on the Student 
Senate. Those wi:shingto apply may pickup an 
applicationanytime inrooll1101FirttheUni-
versity ·Center. 
Applicationsare due . 
Friday, February 13, a~ 5:00 p.ni._ 
· If you have any questions ·about the Student 
.· Se1:1ate, please call 745-3094. Ifyou ha~e any. 
questions ~boutthisvacancy, please call Dave 
Coyle, SGA President, at 745-3191. 
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